Application August 3, 1942, Serial No. 453,367 34 Claims. (Cl. 343-13) This invention relates to phase difference de termining devices and methods for the determi nation of the phase or relative times of arrival of two signals from the common origin.
It is a principal object to provide methods and means for increasing the accuracy of Such phase determination and time of arrival. Accordingly, the method and apparatus described herein are of great value when applied to radio goniometers, altimeters, range-finding and the like.
In radio goniometers or locators, the distance from an object is usually determined from the radio echo time and may be measured as the phase difference between transmitted and re flected signals. mitted signal is a continuous R. F. Wave. In other cases, it may be a signal which is applied either as amplitude or frequency modulation upon a radio frequency carrier. It is desirable to operate the locator at Such a modulation sig nal frequency that no ambiguity can exist rela tive to the reflected signal over the entire range of usefulness of the locator, requiring that the signal period must be at least great enough so that the radio energy can leave the transmitter, be reflected, and return to the receiver or phase comparator in less than one period. The base range of such an instrument can be defined as the distance to which radio energy can be trans mitted and reflected back in the time exactly equal to one period of the signal. An improve ment in accuracy is therefore directly associated With a decrease in the base range and vice versa.
I have disclosed in my prior application Serial No. 435,157, filed March 18, 1942 , an arrange ment for determining accurately the phase be tween two signals, preferably of equal frequency, derived from the same Source and transmitted over different paths for which the transmission times may be unequal. In that application, I have disclosed an arrangement whereby accu racy of the compensating calibrated phase shift device can be improved without necessarily changing the signal frequency. This has been accomplished by using a master oscillator which Operates at a multiple of the signal frequency, i. e., a multiple of the frequency at which the comparison of the two signals is to be made; and the compensating time delay, in the form of a known or calibrated phase shift is introduced between the common or master source and one of the frequency dividers. From the disclosure of my prior application, it will be seen that the phase shift mechanism must be calibrated up to 2nn radians where 'n' is the ratio of the two frequencies. Accordingly, it is a principal ob ject of this invention to provide methods and means for producing an unambiguous determina tion of the phase between two signals whose fre . . quencies bear an integral relation. A feature of the invention relates to a system wherein two signals of different phases are de rived from a master oscillator and are subse quently subdivided in frequency in conjunction with a phase comparator which is jointly con trolled by both signals over different paths, the comparator being arranged to avoid ambiguous "zero' settings tending to result from the mull tiple frequency ratio between the two signals.
In some instances, the trans
Another feature relates to means for produc ing two signals of different, but integrally re lated frequencies, which are to be transmitted over two paths for phase comparison purposes, in conjunction with means for definitely and un ambiguously identifying the proper cycle of the higher frequency signal which is to be used for phase comparison with the lower frequency sig nal.
A further feature relates to means for produc ing two signals of different but integrally related frequencies which are to be transmitted over dif ferent paths for phase comparison, wherein auto matic means are provided for blanking out all cycles except a selected cycle of the higher fre quency signal for comparison with the lower fre-. quency Signal.
A further feature relates to an arrangement for producing two signals of different but in tegrally related frequencies which are to be trans mitted over different paths for phase comparison, means being provided for selecting a particular recurring cycle of the higher frequency signal for phase comparison with the lower frequency signal, and wherein Said selection is controlled by the amount of phase delay necessary to be introduced into one path to equalize the phases at a common Comparator.
A further feature relates to a phase com parator of the cathode-ray tube type having co ordinate ray deflection systems wherein both Systems are controlled by signals from a master oscillator but at different integrally related fre quencies, which frequencies are transmitted over Separate paths for phase comparison, and wherein the particular recurring cycle of the higher frequency signal which is selected for comparison with the lower frequency signal is controlled by the lower frequency signal and in accordance with the amount of delay which must be applied to the higher frequency signal to bring it into phase with the low frequency signal.
A further feature relates to a phase compara tor of the cathode-ray tube type having a pair of coordinate deflection systems, one of which is controlled at a frequency f. and the other of which is controlled at a frequency nf, both fre quencies being derived from a common master oscillator, in conjunction with a calibrated phase delay device acting from one of said frequencies before application to said comparator, and a impulses and also for providing a "blanking' pulse whereby a selected recurrent cycle of a higher frequency signal such as a cathode-ray tube deflection signal can be selected or par ticularized. A further feature relates to the novel organiza tion, arrangement and relative interconnection of parts which constitute an improved phase determining and comparing system. Other features and advantages not specifically enumerated will be apparent after a consideration of the following detailed descriptions and the appended claims.
In the drawing which shows certain preferre embodiments, when the latter is operating normally. Fig. 5a is a schematic view of the visual signal produced on a cathode-ray tube screen with the setting of the apparatus explained in Fig. 5 . Fig.6 is a series of wave diagrams explanatory of Fig. 1 when a range-finding adjustment is being made.
. . . . . Fig. 6d . is a schematic view of the cathode-ray tube signal produced with the setting explained in Fig. 6 . Fig. 7 is a series of wave diagrams explanatory of the automatic zero correction of the pulse sub divider.
Figs. 7d and b are schematic illustrations of the appearance of the cathode-ray tube screen during the short period when automatic Zero correction is taking place, while Fig. 7c shows the appearance when the correct tion has been accomplished. Fig. 8 shows the appearance of the cathode-ray tube screen with a different connection of the deflecting systems of the cathode-ray tube. Fig. 9 shows a system similar to Fig. 1 but with a phase comparator of the gas-tube type. Fig. 10 is a series of Wave diagrams explanatory of Fig. 9 .
In one of its aspects, the invention is in the nature of an improvement on the type of radio range and locating system described in my co pending application Serial No. 435,157, filed March 18, 1942. Referring to Fig. 1 of the present drawing, the numeral f represents a controlled frequency OS cillator of any well-known type capable of gen erating sustained oscillations, preferably, al though not necessarily, of sinusoidal form and at a frequency for example of the order of 3272 C. P. S. A portion of the output of oscillator is applied to a calibrated phase adjusting device or network 2 of any known construction, prefera ably of the type disclosed in said application Se rial No. 435,157. The adjusted output of phaser 2 may be applied to a wave forming network to produce Square topped waves 2a of the same fre quency. These Square topped waves are then ap plied to a frequency. Subdivider 3 which may be of any well-known type. Best results are ob tained with divider circuits which change their states of conduction Suddenly and substantially coincidentally with the receipt of a steep wave front. As examples of Such dividers may be mentioned, multi-vibrator electron tube oscilla tors, blocking tube OScillators e. g., a Self-quench ing oscillator such as a super-regenerator, or a 'Scale of 8' such as described by Lifschutz, in Review of Scientific Instruments, vol. 9, page 83 (March 1938) . Preferably, the divider is so de signed and adjusted that it produces a Series of square topped waves 3a of a regular frequency which is an integral submultiple of the frequency of waves 2d. The waves 3a are then impressed upon any well-known pulse former 4 to produce sharp pulses a corresponding to the leading or trailing edges of each of the waves 3a. Pulses 4a are applied to modulator 5 to modulate the high frequency transmitter 6 which excites the direc tional antenna, 7.
Another portion of the master oscillations from source are applied to any well-known network 8 for producing saw-tooth waves 8a of the same frequency as source , which saw-tooth waves Fig. 4 is a schematic wiring diagram of the after suitable amplification are applied to the horizontal deflector plates 9-9 of a cathode-ray tube oscilloscope. O. Tube. O may be of any well known construction having a fluorescing screen 2,470,484 steep positive pulses. Depending on the nature of the spurious pulse, it may either shorten or flat one end and an electron gun at the othe." . . end. This electron gun as is well-known may include an electron-emitting cathode 2, a control . grid. 3, and an accelerating and beam focussing electrode system. 4. By this means, a small elec tron spot is projected on screen and this spot can be moved in two coordinate directions by horizontal deflector plates 9 and by vertical de flector plates 5. The vertical plates 5 are ar ranged to be energized under control of the de modulated output of the radio receiver 6 which in turn is fed by the directional receiving an tenna 7 which picks up the waves radiated from antenna T. Preferably, although not necessarily, ... antennae 7 and it are relatively close, or at least . . . . are separated by a calibrated distance, so that antenna ( 7 is energized not only by the waves radiated directly thereto from antenna 7 but is also energized by the waves from antenna, after they have been directed to and reflected from an object or objects whose range, distance or loca tion is to be indicated on screen f.
Inasmuch as the horizontal deflection frequen cy is 'n' times the vertical deflection frequency, where 'n' is the ratio of division of divider 3, it is essential that the zero setting remain un changed over very long periods of time and so that ambiguity which might otherwise result from the multiple frequency relations between . the vertical and horizontal scans can be avoided. In order for the phase shift calibrations of the devise 2 to have the proper significance, it must be set at zero when the time delays are equal lengthen the duration of the square wave output signal 3a, thus interfering with the periodic op eration of the counter as a frequency divider.
The spurious pulse being considered enters the input of divider 3 and, as a counter intended for sets of four consecutive equal periods of signals of shape 2a, the divider miscounts as a result of O 20 the interfering spurious pulse. Therefore, the distance between two consecutive vertical pulses of the shapea in Fig.1 , or the time between consecutive pulses modulating transmitter 6, sud denly changes at the instant when the pulse signal is fed into divider 3. This happens just once, at the instant the spurious pulse occurs.
Starting from this instant the divider 3 goes on counting periodically four consecutive pulses of the shape. 2a, as it did before, until another spurious pulse enters the divider input, which may happen several minutes later. .
Assuming now, for the moment, that the blanking pulse on grid 3 were derived from signal 8a rather than from signal 4a, the positive To avoid ambiguity and automatically to re store the system to its proper zero setting after a miscount due to a spurious pulse, a portion of the output of the subdivided frequency pulse from 4 is applied to an adjustable pulse delayer 8, the adjustable element of which is mechan ically connected to the adjusting element of de vice 2 as represented by the numeral 20, so that the amount of delay in device f8 is proportional to the amount of adjustment of phaser 2 neces sary to equalize the phases over the two paths leading respectively to the horizontal and ver tical plates of tube O. Consequently, the delay in output of the device f8 will be definitely cor This period will be so short as not to interfere with the subsequent operation of the cathode ray indicator. Referring to Fig. 3 , there is shown a preferred form of variable pulse delayer 8. It comprises a set of three tubes 2, 22, 23, preferably of the high vacuum type. In the steady state, the control grid 24 is biased through battery 25 and resistor 26 so that negligible plate current flows through load resistor 27a in the plate circuit of the tube. Under this condition, control grid 2. of tube 22 is biased positively with respect to its cathode so that it draws both grid and plate 20 30 will determine the phase delay between pulses 4a and 9a, and this delay will remain fixed accord ing to the setting of member 20. This delay will therefore be a function of the range of the object whose distance is being determined. Thus in the particular relation illustrated in Fig. 2 , the member 20 has been adjusted So that the pulses 9a particularize the third of each Set of four recurring horizontal scans 8d. Consequently, there can be no ambiguity as to which horizontal scan is being viewed on the screen . In other words, the blanking pulse A (Fig. 2) is in effect a negative voltage which when applied to the control grid 3 of tube fo prevents the produc is to eliminate the positive pulses 33a and to invert the negative pulses 33b to give the delayed pulses 8a at the output terminal 29.
The blanking pulse former to which terminal 29 is connected is similar to that of Fig. 3 but with all the components to the right of tube 22 omitted. This is illustrated in Fig. 4 wherein the tubes 30a, 3a, are similar to tubes 2 and 22 and function in the same manner. Thus in the steady state, tube 30a is biased by battery 32d to plate current cut-off while tube 3a is conductive. When delayed pulse 8a from device 8 ( Figs.  1 and 3) is applied to grid 33a, it results in square-topped waves 9a at the output terminal Referring to Fig. 5 , there is shown a series of wave traces explaining the normal operation of the system of Fig. 1 . The five traces 40-44 are all functions of time, Trace 40 represents the output of the divider-former 3-4 ( Fig. 1) ; pulses 4a corresponds to those of Fig. 1 . Trace 4 rep resents the pulses from delayer 8 and corre sponds to pulses 8a (Fig. 4) . Trace 42 repre sents the blanking and sensitizing pulses and corresponds to pulses A and B (Figs. 2 and 4) . Trace 43 represents the horizontal sawtooth wave scan (Fig. 2) while trace 44 represents a typical output of the receiver 6 ( Fig. 1) on the screen comes to rest at the top of the pulse for a brief moment before returning. For this reason, the direct pulse always has a bright spot at its top. In Fig. 5a which shows the visual appearance of the trace on the screen , this bright spot is designated by the numeral 45 at the top of the vertical trace. This spot 45 dis tinguishes the direct visual trace in the Succeed ing diagrams to be explained. In addition to the direct transmitter pulse, the typical receiver out put may contain reflections from objects within the "field of view." For purposes of explanation, the drawing shows the effect of several objects, one at close range and one for which the range is being sought which will be referred to as a typical echo. As represented by Fig. 5a , the phaser 2 has been set so that the direct pulse appears at the index line on the screen and in this condition the phaser time is set at Zero.
In Figs. 6 and 6a , the normal operation of the system is again depicted, but in this case the phaser dial has been rotated so as to cause the typical echo T to appear at the index line on the screen . As the phaser dial is rotated in the direction to produce the effect of increasing distance of reflection, the variable delayer 8 10 ance of the screen is therefore as shown in Fig. 6d . Fig. 7 illustrates the conditions in which an injection error occurs, that is, when a spurious impulse or impulses are injected into the divider 3. The trace 46 shows the result of two spurious injections which occur between the normal pulses 4a and 4a2. Thus the timing between pulse 4a and the next pulse 4a2 is, in this instance, half of what it should have been. The resulting pulse from the delayer is shown by trace 4. It will be seen that pulse 4a is in the pulse delayer when the miscounted pulse a2 comes along and since the delayer can respond to but one pulse at a time, it is unable to discriminate the arrival of pulse a2. Hence, there is no delayed pulse corre sponding to the pulse 4a2 in the trace 47. The delayed pulse Ba1 initiates a blanking pulse A of normal duration at the termination of which the cathode-ray tube becomes conductive as shown by the positive component B, until the next delayed pulse 8a initiates another blank ing pulse A of normal duration. Under these conditions, tWO undesired scans of the saw-tooth waves of trace 49 are visible during the period B of trace 48. As the result of pulse 41, the receiver produces the signal represented by the trace 50. This is the termination of a regular sequence of similar pulses resulting from regular. ly spaced pulses a from the divider 3. Then a new series of regular pulses is initiated result ing from pulses 4a2, a3, .a4, and so on, as shown by trace 5. The receiver integrates or adds all these pulses together and delivers a signal of the type shown in trace 52. By looking at the par ticularized horizontal scan and the total re ceiver output of trace 52, it can be seen what the screen f will look like. The normal ap pearance should be that of scan 49c (Fig. 7c ) in this instance, while during scan 9a (Fig. 7a ) the direct transmitter pulse and a close reflection are superimposed because of the transmitter pulse arising from pulse a2, Scan 49b (Fig. 7b ) is in reality three successive scans, one of which is the desired one. In this particular case, it will be seen that spurious signals appear upon the screen for the equivalent of two normal periods of the transmitter. If the master oscillator is operating at 4000 C. P. S., this means that the spurious scans would occur in /500 of a second and that therebefore and thereafter normal scans would be visible.
One of the most important features of the in vention can be observed from Fig. 7 from whence it will be seen that the delay between pulse a and pulse f8a, is originated from each pulse 4a to the modulator 5. The variable pulse delayer 50 65 70 is caused by the mechanical coupling 20 to pro duce a longer "delay" between pulses 4a and 8a, and it will be observed that the typical echo T under this adjustment comes at the center of the particularized horizontal scan 8a. The appear 2,470,464 1. are saw-tooth waves of periodicity equal to that of the divider output and are fed to the vertical plates 5 while the output of the receiver 7 is fed to the grid f3, the screen would appear as shown in Fig. 8 . In this instance, four faint scanning lines 50, 5, 52, 53 would appear, and along these lines there would be bright spots 54, 55, 56, 57, etc. representing reflections from various objects in the event that the device is being used as a radio locator. If the distance corresponding to one of these reflections is of interest, the phaser 2 will be so adjusted that the index 58 will indicate the desired spot. If however the device is being used to measure phase shift or time delay in a transmission line or the like where only one reflection is involved, all four lines will have but one spot upon them. When that spot is coincident with the index 58 the difference in time delay between two paths of transmission can be read directly from the phaser time.
It is not necessary that a cathode-ray tube in dicator be used as the null indicating device. A neon lamp or the like can also be used. Thus as shown in Fig. 9 wherein the parts correspond ing to those of Fig. 1 bear the same designation numerals, the waves from Oscillator are applied to two paths, one leading to the adjustable phaser 2, thence through the divider and pulse former 3, 4, and thence to the modulator 5, transmitter 6 and antenna ; and in parallel to the variable pulse delayer 8 and blanking pulse former 9.
The other path over which the waves from Oscil lator f are transmitted includes a sensitizing pulse former 59 which converts the sinusoidal oscillations from oscillator f into sharp pulses 59a ( Fig. 10) . As described above, the divided pulses 4a from the divider pulse former 3-4 produce blanking pulses A having a predetermined delay with respect to the pulses 4a. The relation be tween the three sets of pulses 4a, 59a and the blanking pulses are represented by the trace 60, 6 and 62 of Fig. 10 . The demodulated output of the receiver f6 is applied to the control grid 63 of a pentode high vacuum tube 64. The blank ing pulses from device 9 are applied to the shield grid 65 while the sensitizing pulses 59a are ap plied to the suppressor grid 66. The plate 67 of the pentode is connected in parallel through a gaseous glow lamp 68 of any well-known type, and resistor 69 to the positive terminal of the power supply. With this arrangement, the pen tode 64 is susceptible to conduction to light the lamp 68 only during that instant when the posi tive or sensitizing component B of the blanking pulse and a corresponding sensitizing pulse 59a are simultaneously applied to the grids 65 and 66. At this instant only a pulse from the receiver 6 will cause the neon tube 68 to flash. Referring to Fig. 10 , it will be seen that the blanking pulse of trace 62 appears at the frequency of the di vider output but not necessarily at the same phase and the positive component B of the blank ing pulse particularizes every fourth sensitizing pulse. Hence, no ambiguity can exist even though the phaser 2 is calibrated to four times 360.
What I claim is: 1. In a range finder of the echo type, a source of master oscillations, a pair of paths energized under control of said source, a wave radiator and a wave detector in one path, said detector ar ranged to be controlled by the energy from Said radiator as reflected by the object whose range is to be determined, a phase comparator in the other path, a frequency subdivider in One of Said 5 O 20 25 12 paths for producing pulses of longer periodicity than the periodicity of the master oscillations, a phase adjuster in at least one of said paths and acting on the waves from the master oscillator prior to said subdivision, means connecting said paths to said comparator for phase comparison, and means to select for comparison only one par ticular recurrent cycle of the master oscillation waves in order to avoid phase ambiguity in the comparison between the waves applied to said comparator from said two paths which ambiguity tends to result from the integral frequency rela tions between the two sets of waves in said paths.
2. In a system of the character described, a master oscillator, a pair of paths excited under . control of said oscillator, one of said paths in cluding in sequence a frequency subdivider, a pulse former and a radio transmitter which is controlled by the output of said pulse former; the other of said paths including a steep front signal : wave former; a common link between said paths including a radio receiver controlled by said trans mitter, and an oscilloScope having two coordinate deflecting systems and a signal indication control element, one of said deflecting Systems being con trolled by said radio receiver and the other de 
A System according to claim 2 in which said frequency subdivider is of the type which changes
Conductivity abruptly with the application of a steep wave front thereto and is of the pulse Counting type, and means are provided between said subdivider and the sensitizing signal means to limit automatically the effect of spurious pulses in said subdivider to a very small period of time of the order of the periodicity of the subdivided frequency So that the effect of said spurious pulses does not become cumulative. 4. In a system of range finding by radio echo, a Cathode-ray tube oscilloscope having three con trol elements one of which is a control grid and . the other two are beam deflection controls, a master oscillator, means to impress on one of said deflection control elements pulses at the master , oscillator frequency, a frequency subdivider of the periodic pulse counting type for subdividing the frequency of a portion of the master oscilla tions, transmitter to transmit said subdivided frequency signals over a high frequency radio channel to an object, means to detect the said signals after reflection from the object, means to apply the detected signals to another deflection control element, means for causing said tube to produce a zero Setting indication in response to the direct transmission of signals from said trans mitter to said detector, means connected to said control grid to select only a particular recurring period of the master oscillation frequency for comparison with the subdivided frequency means automatically effective to prevent cumulative error in said zero setting when said frequency sub divider miscounts as a result of the Spurious injection of pulses into said divider. -5. A pulse delayer comprising a set of three grid-controlled tubes, the first tube being normally biassed to plate current cutoff, while the 2,470,404 13 second and third tubes are normally plate Con ductive, means responsive to the impression of a sharp pulse on the first tube to render it plate conductive and the second tube non-conductive for a predetermined period of time, means to produce a pair of pulses at the beginning and end of each period of plate conductivity of said second tube, said pairs being of opposite polarity and one of which is in phase synchronism with the pulses impressed on the first tube, and means to impress said pairs of pulses on said third tube whereby the first of each pair is suppressed and the second is inverted in polarity. 6. A pulse delayer comprising a set of three grid-controlled tubes, the first of which is normally biassed to plate current cutoff and the second of which is normally plate Conductive, circuit means interconnecting the first and second tubes to render the Second tube non-conductive for a predetermined interval after the impression of a sharp pulse on the first tube, means to pro duce a pair of steep pulses of opposite sign and corresponding respectively to the end and be ginning of each plate conductive period of said second tube, and means connecting said second tube to said third tube so that in the output of the third tube the first of each pair of pulses is Suppressed and the Second is inverted in sign.
7. Apparatus for determining the phase delay in a transmission system comprising means to pro duce a first periodic signal and a second periodic signal with the periods of the second signal re Curring an integral number of times in the interval between Successive periods of the first signal, means to produce an indication only during the timed coordination of the periods in one signal with the periods in the other signal, means for producing a known-controlled phase shift in the first signal, and means to maintain said timed Coordination for different settings of said phase shift control means to cause said indication to represent the true amount of said phase delay.
8. Apparatus according to claim 7 in which the means for maintaining said timed coordination comprises means to derive a blanking control signal for blanking the said indication producing means during the intervals between successive periods of said first signal. 9. Apparatus according to claim 7 in which the means for maintaining said timed coordination comprises means to derive a blanking control signal for blanking said indication producing means during the intervals between successive periods of the first signal, said blanking signal heing phase-locked to said first signal. 10 . Apparatus according to claim 7 in which the means for maintaining said timed coordina tion comprises means to produce a blanking con trol signal for blanking said indication producing means during the intervals between successive periods of the first signal, means to phase-lock said blanking control signal to said first signal, and means to produce a time delay between said first signal and said blanking control signal which time delay is a function of the setting of said phase shift control means. 14. The method according to claim 12 in which a blanking control signal is produced under Con trol of the first signal for blanking said indication except when the periods of the first and second signals are in said predetermined timed coordina tion, and controlling the time delay between said blanking control signal and said first signal in acts cordance with the extent of said phase shift. 15. The method of determining the phase delay in a transmission system which comprises, pro ducing a first periodic signal and a second periodic signal the periodicities of which bear an integral relation greater than unity and with the periods of the second signal recurring an integral number of times in the intervals between suc cessive periods of the first signal, applying both signals to a common phase comparator, shifting the phase of one signal with respect to the other in proportion to the amount of Said phase delay to be measured, and producing a blanking control signal for rendering said two signals effective on said comparator only when the periods of the two signals are in a predetermined timed co ordination.
16. The method according to claim 15 in which said blanking control signal is time delayed with respect to said first signal, and said time delay is automatically correlated with the extent of said phase shift in the first signal. .
17.
The method according to claim 15 in which said blanking control signal is produced at the same periodicity as said first signal, but is delayed with respect thereto an amount corresponding to the amount of said phase shift in said first signal. 18. The method of range-finding by a radio echo which comprises, producing a first periodic signal and a second periodic signal with the periods of the second signal recurring an integral number of times in the interval between succes sive periods of the first signal, converting the first signal into sharp pulses, applying said sharp pulses to modulate a high frequency radio carrier to produce an echo upon reflection from a dis tant object, producing a blanking control signal under control of said sharp pulses, delaying said blanking control signal with respect to said sharp pulses proportionately to the range to be deter mined, and simultaneously comparing the echo signal and the second signal under control of said blanking control signal to cause a signal indica tion to be produced only during the timed co ordination between the periods of the first and Second signals.
19. In a system of radio-range finding of a distant object, a phase comparator, means to control said comparator simultaneously by waves from a master oscillator transmitted over differ ent pathis, one path including a radio channel from the oscillator to and from the object and hence to the comparator, the other path a 2, 470, 464 15 substantially direct one from the master Oscil lator to the comparator, a phase adjuster in the first path and adjustable in proportion to the range to be determined, means to subdivide the frequency of the oscillations from the first path to an integral submultiple of the frequency of the waves in the other path, the waves in the second path recurring an integral number of times in the interval between successive Waves in the first path, means to detect the radio echo is of the waves in said radio channel as reflected from the object, and means to blank out the effect of said recurring waves of those in said other path to cause said comparator to produce a signal indication only when the waves in the first path are in predetermined timed coordina sponding to the setting of said phase adjuster. 6 of the output of said pulse former is impressed, and means to derive said blanking control signals from said pulse delayer, a phase comparator con O 5 tion with the waves of the second path and corre 20. In a system of the type described, an in dicating phase comparator, means to derive from a common source two periodic signals, the second signal of the said two signals having a plurality of periods recurring between successive periods of the first signal, means to apply said signals to said comparator, means to derive from the first signal a succession of comparator sensitizing signals and at the same periodicity as said first signals, means to adjust the phase of said first signal, and means to apply both said signals and said sensitizing signal to said: comparator to:
cause an indication to be produced only when 20 prising a grid-controlled electron tube having a plurality of control elements, means to impress said blanking control signals on one of said con trol elements, and means to impress the first and Second signals on other control elements of said tube.
25. In a system of the character described, means to produce two signals of different perio dicities with the second signal having recurring periods between successive periods of the first signal, means to subject the first signal to a known-controlled phase shift, means to derive a periodic coordinating signal at the same peri odicity as said first signal; means controlled by said coordinating signal to maintain a predeters mined timed coordination between the periods of the first and second signals for different ad justments of said phase shift, the last-mentioned means including means to convert the first signals. 
22.
A system according to claim 20 in which said comparator is a cathode-ray tube oscillo scope having an electron gun for developing an electron beam, a fluorescent screen upon which said beam impinges, a control element for vary ing the effect of said beam of said screen, and a pair of coordinate beam deflection systems; means to apply the first signal to one of the de flecting systems; means to apply the second signal to the other deflecting system; and means to apply said sensitizing signals to said control ele ment to produce an indication only during said timed coordination. 23. A system according to claim 20 in which said comparator includes an electron-discharge tube having a control grid, a pair of auxiliary grids and a plate, means to apply the first signal to the control grid, means to apply the second signal to one of Said auxiliary grids, means to apply said sensitizing signals to another of said auxiliary grids, and an indicator controlled by the plate current of said tube. . 24. In a system of the character described, means to produce two signals of different perio dicities with the second signal having recurring periods between successive periods of the first signal, means to subject the first signal to a known-controlled phase shift, means to derive a periodic blanking control signal at the same peri odicity as said first signal, means to maintain a predetermined timed coordination between the periods of the first and second signals for differ ent adjustments of said phase shift, the last mentioned means including a pulse former for converting the first signals into sharp pulses, an adjustable pulse delayer upon which a portion 40. 45 55 pairs, means to convert the unsuppressed pulse of each pair into said coordinating signal, a phase comparator comprising a grid-controlled electron 30 tube having a plurality of elements for control ling the electron stream, means to impress said . . . . . . . coordinating signal on one of said control ele ments, and means to impress the first and second signals on the other control elements of said tube. 26. A system according to claim 25 in which said electron tube is of the cathode-ray oscillo scope type, and said one of said control ele ments is a control grid, the other control elements being respectively beam-deflecting members, and means to apply said coordinating signal to said control grid so that an indication is produced on the fluorescent screen of the oscilloscope only when said coordinating signal bears a predeter mined timed coordination with the periods of said first signal.
A system according to claim 25 in which
said electron tube is of the pentOde type, means to impress said coordinating signal on the shield grid of said pentode, means to impress said first signal on the suppressor grid of said pentode, and means to impress the second signal on the control grid of said pentode.
28. In a system of the character described, a master oscillator for controlling the production of two periodic signals of different perio dicity, a frequency divider having a pulse counter for producing the signal of lower periodicity, means to compare the timed coordination of both 60 65 70 5 signals including a phase adjuster, means for producing an indication when said signals are in timed coordination, said pulse counter tending to produce a false count when subjected to Spuri ous impulses, and means to substantially elimi nate said false counting. 29. A system according to claim 28 in which said pulse counter is of the type which changes states of conductivity suddenly in response to impressed steep waves, and the last-mentioned means includes a variable pulse delayer controlled by said pulse counter, a blanking pulse former controlling said pulse delayer, and an electron tube having a plurality of electron control ele ments on which the blanking pulses and the lower periodicity signals are respectively impressed. 30 . In combination, means to produce tWo Sep 2,470,484 17 arate signals in the form of pulses of the same periodicity and of steep wave front, a frequency Subdivider of the type employing a pulse counter and which changes states of conductivity Sud denly in response to impressed Waves, means to impress one of said signals on said subdivider to produce periodic pulses of longer periodicity than the impressed pulses, a visual indicating device for comparing the time coordination of said two signals, said device having means to produce a zero setting indication when both said signals are in timed coordination, said pulse counter tending to produce false zero indications when subjected to spurious impulses, and means to restore auto matically said zero setting indication a short in terval after said frequency subdivider has been subjected to said spurious impulses.
31. The combination according to claim 30 in which the duration of said interval is limited to a period corresponding to the periodicity of the longer periodicity signal.
32. An arrangement for determining the phase delay in an electric transmission network, com prising a master oscillator, two channels leading from said oscillator and terminating in a phase comparator, one of said channels including in se quence a calibrated variable phase delayer, a frequency subdivider and said transmission net work, said phase comparator having a timing control which undergoes a plurality of unit time excursions for each period of the signal from said frequency subdivider, the periodicity of Said unit time excursions being 'n' times the periodicity of said subdivided frequency, where "72' is an integer greater than 1, means linking said com parator with said variable phase delayer to cause each successive periods of the subdivided fre quency signal to be effective on said comparator only during equal time spaced units of said ex cursions, and means controlled by said variable 34. The method of producing a series of pulses spaced apart in accordance with a series of like supply pulses but delayed a predetermined time interval in relation thereto, which comprises the steps of generating a pair of pulses of opposite polarity in response to the supply pulses, the first pulses of the pairs being substantially Synchro nous with the supply pulses and of like polarity, and the second pulses being delayed by the pre determined time interval, blanking the first gen erated pulses, and inverting the second pulses. 
